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Abstract - CRC stands for cyclic redundancy check, a well-known error detection algorithm found in Ethernet, PCIe, etc. 

The Cyclic redundancy check (CRC) code is a simple but effective method for detecting errors during digital data 

transmission and storage. CRC implementation can use any hardware or software method. This application report 

introduces different software algorithms, comparing themselves according to memory and speed utilized. Various standard 

CRC codes will be used. Correction codes are a way of finding and correcting errors introduced by a transmission channel. 

Block and convolution codes are two important parts of a code. Both eliminate unwanted or redundant data by adding to 

message data the rating symbols. Even though correction techniques are not used here, they are post-response of CRC. 

Cyclic redundancy check (CRC) codes come under cyclic codes, which in turn come under linear block codes. Hardware 

and software program techniques can be used in CRC implementation; within the conventional hardware implementation, 

an easy shift signs up circuit plays the computations by dealing with the facts one bit at a time. Managing records as bytes 

or phrases in software program implementations becomes extra handy and faster. Verification of CRC is challenging; 

hence, it's been done using the system Verilog based on a standard verification methodology. 
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1. Introduction 
In the networking context, CRC plays a crucial 

function in detecting errors. It is vital to raise the speed of 

CRC creation to keep up with the challenges of data 

transmission speed. A lot of engineers know about the 

cyclic redundancy check (CRC). Many know it is used to 

detect bit errors in communication protocols and is mainly 

a reminder of the modulo-2 long division operation. The 

linear feedback shift registers (LFSRs), which take care of 

data serially, are commonly used in the hardware 

implementation of CRC computations as a critical way of 

dealing with data errors. The CRC codes' serial calculation 

cannot achieve high throughput. The throughput of CRC 

computations can be considerably increased by using 

constant concurrent CRC calculations. 

  

The Cyclic redundancy check (CRC) code provides an 

easy but powerful way to find errors that erupted during 

the transfer and storage of digital data. CRC 

implementation can use any hardware or software method. 

This application report introduces different software 

algorithms, comparing themselves according to memory 

and speed utilized. Various standard CRC codes will be 

used. Correction codes are a way to find and correct errors 

occurring because of the transmission channel. Two 

important parts of code exist block codes and 

convolutional codes. Both eliminate unwanted or 

redundant data by adding rating symbols to message data. 

Cyclic redundancy check (CRC) codes are a subset of 

cyclic codes, which are also a subset of linear block codes. 

CRC implementation can use hardware and software 

program techniques; within the conventional hardware 

implementation, an easy shift signs up circuit plays the 

computations by dealing with the facts one bit at a time. 

Managing records as bytes or phrases in software program 

implementations becomes extra handy and faster. 

 

2. Background Survey 
Algorithms based on tables and matrices were 

schematically displayed on paper [1]. The matrix-driven 

technique was also studied using other implementations, 

including single-byte, two-byte, and four-byte 

implementations. The graphical results of a supercomputer 

cluster experiment to gauge the implementation 

performance of CRC32 software were presented. It is 

shown that a high-speed four-byte matrix-driven algorithm 

should be used in embedded systems and industrial data 

transmission systems. 

 

The findings of the first thorough analysis of the 32-

bit CRC design space are provided in the paper [2]. For 

data word sizes of 12112 bits, the performance of the 

entire set of 1,073,774,592 distinct polynomials has been 

evaluated. An exhaustive search has led to a definitive list 

of polynomial classes that can and cannot deliver HD 

better than the 802.3 CRC for MTU-sized messages. This 

list has discovered a class of polynomials that exhibits 

excellent performance for MTU-sized messages and good 

performance for longer messages. 

 

The creation of a simulation model for the 

performance study of configurable CRC-polynomials 

across Binary Symmetric Channels (BSCs) is detailed in 

the paper [3]. It presents a novel model for the analysis of 

different CRC polynomials codes with n parity bits 

ranging from 1 to 64. On Altera's FPGA Stratix II GX 
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device, "EP2SGX90FF1508C3," which supports 

10/100/1000 Mbps Ethernet over 1000Base-LX physical 

media, it also discusses the hardware implementation for 

CRC-32 "IEEE-802" and proposes an indirect 

methodology of CRC-performance using the Packet Error 

Rate (PER) parameter. It is suggested that top-notch CRC 

codes of 32, 40, and 64 bits be discovered and that the 

Ethernet protocol's performance for the maximum payload 

is investigated. 

 

The paper [4] aims to show that the 32-bit CRC used 

in Ethernet (CRC-32) can be computed at a speed of 10 

Gb/s using existing process technologies. We analyze two 

potential designs and discuss their performance based on 

our simulations. Because we lack access to cutting-edge 

process technology, we base our results on the 

extrapolation of device features. 

 

3. Methodology 
This proposed method reduces the zero-crossing 

problems in the existing cyclic redundancy check and 

introduces the shifting and XOR-based technique with the 

polynomial security codes. It will increase security and 

critical path delay in all distorted signal processing, thus 

transmission application. Thus, the proposed cyclic 

redundancy implementation proves the higher resource 

utilization in multiple data widths of 8-bit, 32-bit, 64-bit, 

and 128-bit data widths. Finally, this work was developed 

in Verilog HDL and synthesized in Xilinx vertex-5 FPGA 

and proved all the performance in area delay and power. 

 

CRC Block Diagram 

 

Consider a transmitter T, sends a sequence, S1 of k 

bits, S1= {b0, b1…, bk-1} to a receiver R. At the same 

time, T generates another sequence, of m bits, S2= {b0', 

b1'…, bm-1'}, to permit the receiver to recognize possible 

errors. The sequence S2 is commonly known as a Frame 

Check Sequence (FCS). It is generated because the 

complete sequence, S = S1 U S2 which is obtained by the 

concatenation of sequences S1 and S2, has the property 

that it is divisible (following arithmetic) by some 

predetermined sequence, P = {p0, p1…, pm} of m +1 bits. 

 

After T sends S to R, R divides S, the message, and the 

FCS by P, using the same particular arithmetic after receiving 

the message. If there is no remainder, R assumes there was 

no error. A modulo 2 arithmetic is used in the digital 

realization of the above concepts. 

 

S is the sequence for error detecting, P is the divisor, 

and Q is the quotient. S1 is the original sequence of k bits 

to transmit. Finally, S2 is the FCS of m bits. 

 

While bitwise XOR operators perform the sum and 

the subtraction, the product operator is accomplished by a 

bitwise AND. In this situation, a modulo - 2 division-

performing CRC circuit can be built as a unique shift 

register known as an LFSR. Both the transmitter and the 

receiver can use it. The dividend in the instance of the 

transmitter is the sequence S1 joined to a series of m zeros 

to the right. P is the divisor. The received sequence serves 

as both the dividend and the divisor in the more 

straightforward scenario of a receiver. 

 

4. Test Plan Components 

 

Transaction – Defines the agent-generated pin level 

activity, which must either be noticed by the agent or 

driven to the DUT via the driver (Placeholder for the 

activity monitored by the monitor on DUT signals) 

 

Generator – Generates the stimulus (create and 

randomize the transaction class) and sends it to the driver 

Driver – Receives the stimulus (transaction) from a 

generator and transmits the transaction's packet-level data 

to pin level (to DUT) 
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Monitor – Interface signals show pin-level activity, 

which is converted into packet-level activity and sent to 

components like the scoreboard. 

Agent – An agent is a class that serves as a container 

for classes (such as generator, driver, and monitor) that are 

particular to an interface or protocol. 

 

5. Result 

 

CRC-32 Output timing diagram 

 

CRC-32 Output timing diagram 

 

MATLAB App Interface 

The proposed architecture is developed, and it is 

important to validate whether the obtained Result is 

correct or wrong; hence for the verification of the obtained 

CRC, a MATLAB application is being developed, and the 

App is designed to return the CRC output for a given 

input, presently the application is designed and is working 

for generating 16 bit CRC. Therefore the results are 

validated using an online calculator for inputs greater than 

16 bits. 

 

Conclusion 
The proposed work revolves around using Cyclic 

Redundancy Check (CRC) theory and implementation. To 

detect errors in a message, CRC is used. Two 

implementations are shown, the implementation of the 

Stride-by- 5 algorithms and the implementation of the 

Pipeline-go-back algorithm using ethernet CRC-32 

polynomial. CRC can be implemented in various formats, 

including CRC-32, CRC-CCITT, and other polynomials. 

The CRC algorithm frequently finds errors in transmitted 

messages or stored data. The CRC is a very effective 

method for obtaining data reliability that is also simple. 
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